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available for lifting, less flags would be broken; occasional flags
with small rings cast in manufacture would help; on the other hand,
thin, ratchet-shaped hooks, inserted in the joints and turned, would
enable a particular flag to be raised without risk of breakage.
Where footpaths are laid with ^n situ concrete it is advantageous
to form joints by inserting paper at frequent intervals. This will
facilitate " takmg-up ", and the joints will help to avoid irregular
shrinkage cracks; also waterproof paper should be laid on the ground
before placing the concrete.
Tarred Footpaths.
JThis type of construction is eminently suitable for footpaths on
quiet or rural roads. It may consist of any one of the following •—
(a) Tarred limestone or slag.
(6) Cold asphalte.
 (c)	Tar sprayed and chipped surface, using hot tar or cold emul-
sion ; two applications may be made if required.
 (d)	Soil stabilization with cold emulsion.
Gravel, shale, or cinder paths are often used in rural areas; oppor-
tunity should be taken to adopt methods of soil stabilization where
practicable; finishing should be by light roller.
Circular Kerbs or Transitions.
It has been common practice in the past to lay the kerb between
two roads at right angles with a " circular " turn.
If the radius is 30 ft. or thereabouts, this will be suitable for
traffic; with a lesser radius, however—20 ft. or less—a compound
curve should be introduced, the sharper curve being followed by the
larger radius turn for left-turning traffic in each case.
The arrangement is shown in Fig. 127. This enables the inner rear
wheel to clear the kerb when making a sharp turn; moreover, the
vehicle turning is better able to keep clear of the centre of the main
road into which it is moving.
Crossings over Footways.
Crossings over footways are necessary to avoid damage to the
footpath construction*	".
They may be formed in concrete or tar macadam or asphalte, with
or without kerbs to form a break or difference of level.,
A " dished " crossing, either splayed or wide enough to facilitate
turning, is usually quite satisfactory; the crossfall will quicken near
the channel

